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Web Booking Engine

This can be simply added to your existing website enabling guests

to book rooms directly from your hotel’s website. The web booking

engine is mobile-optimized - and allows visitors to book rooms

from their smartphones or tablet. Get more commission-free

direct bookings and improve top-line revenue per booking from

hotel booking software.

It’s easy to manage every kind of direct booking using a property

management system with a hotel booking system. Allow travel

agents, corporates, and customers to access the personalized

booking console to review and book at negotiated rates. The

software support team makes this move a smooth process with

the online hotel booking software.
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Front Desk System

A fully-integrated cloud property management system that makes life easier.

We provide cloud-based hospitality property management software that is

user-friendly and fully customizable to suit the needs of your business. We

aim to simplify your day-to-day operations so you can spend more time

focusing on your guests. We supply world-class property management

solutions to hotels, resorts, serviced apartments, holiday parks, and many

more. Our software is intuitive, automated, and filled with revenue-boosting

tools to help your property go further.

Easily manage your front and back of house operations and customize the

flexible dashboard to suit your property. Our advanced dashboards and

interactive chart widgets allow you to dive deeper into your PMS to make

data-driven business decisions. Find all the tools you need to succeed,

including:

✔ 3D report engine to enhance business intelligence

✔ Responsive report writer for creating custom reports or extracting

specified information

✔ An enterprise solution that grows with you (and your business)
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Housekeeping Solution

Our housekeeping software module has been built to offer flexibility and improve productivity in your

housekeeping department. Our range of dynamic features ensures that everything is cleaned, maintained,

and organized to your standards.

The housekeeping module comes with an array of automated functions designed to assist your

housekeeping department with efficient management of this critical function. 

Tasks can be allocated to your housekeeping team via the roster screen, and you can even pinpoint the exact

location of every housekeeper who is using the staff portal by viewing their active task.

What can you get with the housekeeping module?

Track in real-time

The staff portal will enable real-time reporting and instant updates. Using their mobile devices, your

housekeepers will be able to:

→ View their daily tasks

→ Set a timer to track how long each task takes

→ Mark tasks as complete which will instantly update the room clean status

→ Record DND or refusal of service
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Membership module

Cloud-based engagement management platform organizations.

The software integrates event management, membership

management, customer relationship management (CRM), email

marketing, payment processing and dedicated mobile apps into

one platform.

The software allows membership renewal workflow; users are

alerted to outstanding payments and can send automatic

reminders to members via email and through push

notifications. The mobile membership directory lets organizers

view member information and connect with members. Users

can search through the member directory and create search

filters to identify specific types of members.
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Banquet management 
Banquet hall and wedding venue software that streamlines

your event bookings.

Automate processes, boost revenues and save 62+

hours/month with our all-in-one banquet and wedding venue

management software.

Manage all your event details, sales and billings and enhance

the client experience with 20+ online booking, event planning

and CRM tools.

Lots can fall through the cracks when you’re bouncing between

spreadsheets, emails and multiple apps. Our wedding and

banquet hall management system provides two dozen

integrated tools, including intuitive venue booking and

scheduling functionality, so you are on top of every event

space reservation.
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Accounting module
The most flexible and easy payroll management

software. Packed with the most robust features

like income tax calculator, flexi reimbursements

and Expat grossing up tax, it surely is your perfect

tool for fast payroll calculation.

Inventory module
Installing and using inventory management software decreases the time spent tracking

inventory you purchase and the items you sell. But inventory management software provides

numerous benefits for small business owners, including: 

Reduced errors: Manual data entry is prone to errors. Inventory software allows you to scan

barcodes and update many sales channels automatically.

Increased efficiency: Automation tools handle repetitive tasks in the background, so

entrepreneurs can focus on more pressing matters. 

Optimized inventory: Maintaining the right balance of stock is crucial to your budget and

customer experiences. The software gives you visibility into this process.

Payroll management 
The most flexible and easy payroll management

software. Packed with the most robust features

like income tax calculator, flexi reimbursements

and Expat grossing up tax, it surely is your perfect

tool for fast payroll calculation.
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Reservation management 
The solution helps you to securely collect and stores your

property’s bookings. Property operators use the software

to access past, present and future reservations, which

they can then manage accordingly. By implementing a

robust hotel reservation system, hoteliers become more

efficient by automating a huge portion of their daily

operations and conveniently streamlining the guest’s

online booking journey.

 

Streamline operations with hotel reservation software

Hotel reservation software isn’t just built for hotels;

flexible solutions can be adapted to suit operators of all

accommodation types, from motels, resorts and serviced

apartments to holiday parks and guest houses. They are

also ideal for multi-property operators, especially if the

solution is cloud-based.
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Room management

End-to-end facilities management product that combines

a help desk, space planning, preventive maintenance,

asset management and more into a single solution.

Allows users to scale their businesses but without a large-

scale additional investment. All features are included in

the main license, so users can use all or just a portion of

the software at will and scale as needed without any

additional costs.

Utilizes the familiar look and feel of Microsoft Outlook to

encourage a lower learning curve. There's also an import

facility to port over existing data into a single, centralized

database that's the core of the software.
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Revenue  management

ECompanies use revenue management software to match their sales with customer payments and reduce revenue

leakage. Accountants leverage these tools to recognize and allocate revenue to multiple business entities. Managers

from departments such as sales, marketing, and operations use revenue management software to monitor the

performance of products and services sold by the company and to optimize their offerings. 

Through the use of these tools, revenue data can be evaluated to identify which customers or contracts are the most

profitable for the company.



CRM and customer data management

Offers end-to-end process automation and information

management system customised for the needs of Large

Scale Infrastructure businesses. Our cutting edge product

is the brain-child of the core technology. 

The ERP provides real-time information empowering you to

make informed and effective decisions about crucial

business functions. The real-time analytics pushed out of

our Infrastructure ERP will deliver cost optimisation and

process excellence.

Our ERP software developed for the hospitality Industry

will enable you to streamline complex business functions

and get the most value out of your resources. The ERP for

Large Infrastructure Businesses with a user-friendly

interface provides you with a panoramic picture of your

project at all times.
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Spa Management 

With unique features like interactive list views and booking wizards, your front desk team will manage your calendar with ease.

On the Web, On your custom-branded online store, clients can quickly find, book, and even pay for an appointment.

On their Device, With a phone or tablet handy, customers can schedule appointments and interact with your business on iOS

or Android.



Event Management 
Planning an event doesn’t have to mean stressful days and sleepless nights. Say goodbye to those feelings and let our first-

rate event management software do the heavy lifting for you. Planning an event has never been easier. Our Event

Management Software will save you time and transform the logistics into a piece of cake.

The event management software we provide is easy to configure and use. You don’t have to be an event professional to run

events like a pro. Your event, your rules. Our event management platform is customizable and aligned with your event planning

needs and goals perfectly.



DUBAI

M A Q Computer Services LLC
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